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 Cut Lattices and Equiangular Lines
 M . D EZA AND  V . P . G RISHUKHIN
 The cut polytope  PCut n  is an L-polytope of the lattice  L n  ,  af finely generated by its vertices .
 We consider cut-sublattices of  L n  generated by subsets of cuts . If  n  is even ,  L n  is generated by
 an odd system . We give a description of sets of equiangular lines related to  L n  and define a
 sequence of symmetric 2-designs related to these equiangular lines . The first 4 designs of this
 sequence are known to exist .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 Let  V  be a ground set of cardinality  u V  u  5  n .  The  cut  y  ector  or , simply , the cut  d  ( S ) ,
 S  Ô  V ,  is a vector of the space of all functions  d :  V  2  5  R ,  defined on the set  V  2 of all
 unordered pairs of the set  V .  The component  d i j ( S ) is defined as follows . Let
 ( S ,  T  )  5  h ( ij )  P  V  2 :  i  P  S ,  j  P  T  j  and  D ( S )  5  ( S ,  V  2  S ) .  (1)
 Then
 d i j ( S )  5 H 1  if  ( ij )  P  D ( S ) , 0  otherwise .
 The dimension of the space spanned by all  d  ( S )’s is equal to  N  5  u V  2 u  5  n ( n  2  1) / 2 .
 Since  d  ( S )  5  d  ( V  2  S ) ,  there are 2 n 2 1 cuts , including the zero cut  d  ( [ )  5  0 .
 Let  Z N  be the lattice of all integral  N -vectors . Let  _  be a family of cuts . Clearly ,
 _  Õ  Z N .  Hence the lattice  L ( _ ) ,  linearly generated by all the cuts  d  ( S )  P  _ ,  i . e .
 L ( _ )  5 H d :  d  5  O
 d  ( S ) P _
 z S d  ( S ) ,  z s  P  Z J  ,
 is a sublattice of  Z N .  Let  _ n  5  h d  ( S ) :  S  Ô  V  2  h n jj  be the set of all cut vectors and , for
 even  n ,  let  _  odd n  5  h d  ( S )  P  _ n :  u S u  is odd j ,  _ e y n  5  h d  ( S )  P  _ n :  u S u  is even j . We set
 L n  5  L ( _ n ) ,  L
 odd
 n  5  L ( _
 odd
 n  ) ,  L
 e y
 n  5  L ( _
 e y
 n  ) .
 It is proved in [1] that  d  P  L n  if f  d i j  1  d j k  1  d k i  ;  0 (mod  2) for all triples  h ijk j .  The
 condition is a special case of the following fact : cardinality of an intersection of a cut
 and a cycle in a graph is even . In fact , this is equivalent to the dual lattice of  L n  is
 1 – 2 L ( # ) ,  where  #  is the set of all cycles of the complete graph  K n .  #  itself is generated
 by triangles and trivial 2-circuits , 2 e i j  ,  containing 2 parallel edges ( ij ) .  Hence the dual
 lattice  L * n   contains the lattice  Z  of all integral vectors .
 The lattice  L e y n  ,  for even  n ,  is characterized in Section 4 of [8] ; adding 
 1 – 2 (1 ,  .  .  .  ,  1) to
 L e y n   gives ( L
 e y
 n  )* .
 We call a set  9  Ô  R N  of vectors an  odd  system if the inner product of any pair of
 vectors  u , y  P  9 ,  denoted by juxtaposition  u y  ,  is an odd number . In particular , the
 norm  y  2 of any  y  P  9 ,  i . e . the inner product of  y   with itself , is odd too . Note that for a
 (0 ,  Ú 1)-vector its norm equal to number of non-zero components .
 A set of vectors  9  is called  symmetric  if  2 y  P  9  for all  y  P  9 .  If  2 y  ¸  9  for all
 y  P  9 ,  then  9  is called  asymmetric .  Using the expression
 d  ( S ) d  ( T  )  5  1 – 2 [ d
 2 ( S )  1  d  2 ( T  )  2  d  2 ( S  n  T  )] ,
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 it is easy to verify that , for even  n ,  the set  _  odd n   of all odd cuts is an asymmetric odd
 system such that norm of each odd cut is equal to  n  2  1 (mod  4) .
 A set of vectors is called  uniform  if norm of all its vectors is the same . In this case ,
 the common norm is called  norm  of the set of vectors . A uniform odd system  9  of
 norm  m  is called  closed  if the set of all vectors of norm  m  of the lattice  L ( 9 ) ,
 generated by  9  , coincides with  9  .
 It is proved in [4] that the following facts hold about the lattice  L ( 9 ) ,  generated by
 an odd system of vectors  y   of norm 4 k ( y  )  1  p ,  where  p  5  1 or  p  5  3 is the same for all
 y  P  9 :
 (1)  a 2  ;  0 or  p  (mod  4) for all  L ( 9 ) ;
 (2)  L 0 ( 9 )  : 5  h a  P  L ( 9 ) :  a  2  ;  0  (mod  4) j  is a double even sublattice of  L ( 9 ) (a  double
 e y  en  lattice is a lattice of vectors with even inner products and having norm divisible by
 4) ;
 (3)  L 1 ( 9 )  : 5  h a  P  L ( 9 )  :  a  2  ;  p  (mod  4) j  5  L 0 ( 9 )  1  a 1  ,  where  a 1 is any vector of  L ( 9 )
 of odd norm .
 A special case of an odd system is represented by a set of vectors , spanning
 equiangular lines . A set of lines is  equiangular  if the acute angle between any pair of
 lines is the same . If there are suf ficiently many of equiangular lines , then this angle is
 equal to arcos(1 / m ) ,  where  m  is an odd integer . Hence the corresponding odd system
 is composed of vectors of norm  m  with inner products  Ú 1 .
 We give here a more detailed description of the lattice  L n .  One can show that the cut
 polytope  PCut n  ,  i . e . the convex hull of all cut vectors , including zero cut , is an
 L-polytope of the lattice  L n .
 2 .  S OME  P ROPERTIES OF THE  L ATTICE  L n
 Let  h e i j :  1  <  i  <  j  <  n j  be the orthonormal basis of  R N .  The lattice generated by the
 basis is  Z N .  For  m  P  Z ,  let  mZ N  be the lattice of all integer vectors divisible by  m .
 Then  h me i j j  is the basis of  mZ N .  Recall that  _ n  is an abelian group with respect to
 symmetric dif ference of vectors , i . e . the sum of vectors modulo 2 . Similarly ,  L n  is an
 abelian group with respect to usual addition . In Proposition 1 below we give two simple
 but important properties of the lattice  L n .
 P ROPOSITION 1 .  (i) 2 Z N  Õ  L n .
 (ii)  L n  / 2 Z N  5  _ n  , i .e . d  ;  d  ( S ) (mod  2)  for some  d  ( S )  P  _ n for all d  P  L n .
 P ROOF .  (i) The equality
 2 e i j  5  d  ( i )  1  d  (  j )  2  d  ( ij )  (2)
 shows that 2 e i j  P  L n  for every pair ( ij )  P  V
 2 .
 (ii) Let  d  P  L n  , d  5  o S  z S d  ( S ) .  Then  d  ;  o S P 6  d  ( S ) (mod 2) , where  6  5  h S :  z S  ;  1
 (mod  2) j . Since  d  ( S )  1  d  ( T  )  ;  d  ( S  n  T  ) (mod  2) , using induction on number 1 of
 elements of  6  we obtain that  d  ;  d  ( T  ) (mod  2) for some  T  Ô  V .  h
 Proposition 1(ii) implies that every point  d  P  L n  has the form
 d  5  2 a  1  d  ( S ) ,  where  a  P  Z N .  (3)
 for some  S  Ô  V .  More exactly ,  _ n  is linear ( N ,  n  2  1 ,  n  2  1)-code . The lattice  L n  is
 obtained from this code by Construction A of reference [3] .
 Of course , the lattice  L n  has infinitely many bases . Proposition 2 below gives an
 example of a basis of  L n  ,  containing  _ n .
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 P ROPOSITION 2 .  The following set of N cuts forms a basis of L n :
 B  5  h d  ( i ) ,  d  ( ij ) :  i ,j  P  V  2  h n j ) .
 P ROOF .  Using (2) , we have
 d  ( S )  5  O
 j P S
 d  (  j )  2  2  O
 i , j P S
 e i j  5  O
 j P S
 d  (  j )  2  O
 i , j P S
 ( d  ( i )  1  d  (  j )  2  d  ( ij )) ,
 i . e . each cut  d  ( S ) , S  Ô  V  2  h n j  has the unique representation
 d  ( S )  5  O
 i , j P S
 d  ( ij )  2  ( u S u  2  2)  O
 i P S
 d  ( i ) .  (4)
 h
 The equality (2) shows that the set  B 0  5  h d  ( i ) ,  2 e i j  :  i ,j  P  V  2  h n jj  is another basis of
 L n .  Using this basis  B 0  ,  it is not dif ficult to compute the  discriminant d ( L n )  5  det  B ,  for
 any basis  B  of  L n .  We obtain
 d ( L n )  5  2
 (  n  2  1 2  ) .
 Note that the set of points  B a  5  h d  ( [ ) j  <  B  is an af fine basis of the lattice  L n .  Let the
 origin not belong to  L n .  Then we distinguish  lattice points d  P  L n  and  lattice  y  ectors .
 Any point  d  P  L n  has the following  af fine  representation :
 d  5  O
 a P B a
 z a a ,  O
 a P B a
 z a  5  1 .
 The lattice points do not form a group .
 A lattice vector is a dif ference of two lattice points . Lattice vectors form the same
 abelian group  L n  and have the following af fine representation in the basis  B a :
 d  5  O
 a P B a
 z a a ,  O
 a P B a
 z a  5  0 .
 Let  g  ( S )  5  d  ( S )  2  a 0  ,  where  a 0 is the new origin . Then  d  ( S )  5  g  ( S )  2  g  ( [ ) .  Using
 (4) , we obtain the following af fine representation of the vectors  g  ( S ) in the basis  B a :
 g  ( S )  5  O
 i , j P S
 g  ( ij )  2  ( u S u  2  2)  O
 i P S
 g  ( i )  1 S u S u ( u S u  2  3)
 2
 1  1 D g  ( [ ) .  (5)
 The representation is useful if we take the center of  PCut n  as origin .
 The equation (3) shows that the unique (0 ,  1)-vectors  d  P  L n  are cut vectors . Now we
 consider vectors of  L n  modulo 3 , i . e . vectors having (0 ,  Ú 1)-components only . Let
 d  P  L n  have (0 ,  Ú 1)-components . Since  d  (mod  2) is a cut vector , all such vectors have
 the form
 d ( S ;  X  )  5  d  ( S )  2  2 χ  ( X  ) ,  X  Ô  D ( S ) ,  (6)
 where
 χ  ( X  )  5  O
 ( ij ) P X
 e i j  ,
 and the set  D ( S ) is defined in (1) . Note that  d  ( S )  5  χ  ( D ( S )) .  There are 2 k ( n 2 k ) , k  5  u S u ,
 such subsets  X .  So between 3 (
 N
 2  ) of (0 ,  Ú 1)-vectors of  R N , L n  contains  o n k 5 0  ( n k )2 k ( n 2 k ) 2 1
 (including 4 n 2 1  2  2 n 2 1  1  1 of form  d  ( S )  2  d  ( S 9 )) .  Thus , the ratio (equal to 1 , 13 / 27 ,
 80 / 729 for  n  5  2 , 3 , 4) goes to 0 when  n  5  `  ; compare with
 u L n  >  [0 ,  1] N u / u [0 , 1] N u  5  2 2 (
 n  2  1
 2  )  .
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 3 .  C UT-SUBLATTICES OF  L n
 We call a sublattice  L  Ô  L n  a  cut - lattice  if it is generated by a set  _  of cuts , i . e . if
 L  5  L ( _ ) .  We call a cut-lattice  L ( _ )  uniform  if  Sym m  Ô  Aut( L ( _ )) .  If  _  is uniform ,
 then  _ n  >  L ( _ ) is also uniform . We call a cub-sublattice  L ( _ )  maximal  if  L n  is the only
 cut-lattice having  L ( _ ) as a proper sublattice . We call a cut-lattice  minimal  if it has no
 proper full-dimensional cut sublattices . We call a set of cuts  _  closed  if  K n  >  L ( _ )  5  _ .
 One can see that  PCut ( _ ) is an L-polytope in  L ( _ ) for closed  _ .
 Set
 _  j ,k n  5  h d  ( S ) :  u S u  5  j ,k j  for  1  <  j  ,  k  <
 n
 2
 2  1  and  L j ,k n  5  L ( _
 j ,k
 n  ) ,
 _  mod3 n  5 H d  ( S ) :  u S u  <  n 2  and  u S u  ; /  1  (mod  3) J  and  L mod3 n  5  L ( _  mod3 n  ) ,
 _  ? i n  5 H d  ( S ) :  u S u  ?  i ,  u S u  <  n 2 J  and  L ? i n  5  L ( _  ? i n  ) ,
 _  k n  5  h d  ( S ) :  u S u  5  k j  and  L k n  5  L ( _  k n ) .
 _  e y  (mod3) n  5  h d  ( S )  P  _  e y n  :  u S u / 2  ;  0 ,  1  (mod  3) ,  u S u  <  n  / 2 j  and   L e y  (mod3) n  5  L ( _  e y  (mod3) n  ) .
 Any proper generating subset of  _  (examples , beside  _  1 , 2 n  ,  will be given in Theorem
 8 and the following remark) is not closed . Also , it seems that  L i ,j n  5  L n  if f ( ij )  5  (12) .
 Examples of closed  _  are  _  5  _ n  ,  _
 e y
 n  ,  _
 odd
 n  ,  _ T  5  h d  ( S ) :  u S  >  T  u  is even for given
 T  P  V  j ,  and  _  5  _ n  >  H ,  where  H  is a hyperplane in  R N ,  containing 0 (for example ,
 _  5  _  1 ,  _   n /2  —see Proposition 6 below—or  _  is a face of the cut cone  R 1 ( _ n )) .
 We need the following lemma .
 L EMMA 3 .  Assume that  d  ( S )  5  o k h 5 1  z h d  ( S h ) , where z h  P  Z , z h  ?  0 , and  u S u ,  u S h u  <
 n  / 2 . Then  ( u S u  1  1 2  )  ;  0  (mod  g . c . d . 1 < h < k  ( u S h u  1  1 2  )) .
 P ROOF .  Set  d  5  o k h 5 1  z h d  ( S h ) .  Define  pi  ( d )  P  R N  by :
 pi  ( d ) i i  5  O
 h : S h { i
 z h  ,  i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  n ,
 pi  ( d ) i j  5
 1 – 2 [ pi  ( d ) i i  1  pi  ( d ) j j  2  d i j ]  1  <  i  ,  j  <  n .
 Note that , for  d  5  d  ( S ) ,  pi  ( d  ( d  ( S )) i j  5  1 if  i ,  j  P  S  and  5 0 otherwise . We have
 pi  ( d )  5  O k
 h 5 1
 z h pi  ( d  ( S h )) .
 Taking the inner product with  j N  of both sides , we obtain
 O
 1 < i < j < n
 pi  ( d ) i j  5  O k
 h 5 1
 z h S u S h u  1  1 2  D  .
 Hence , taking  d  5  d  ( S ) ,  the result follows .  h
 Lemma 3 is used in the proof of Proposition 6 below .
 In what follows , we use the following characterization of the lattice  L k n , k  ?  n  / 2 ,
 given in Proposition 4 . 3 of [5] (see Proposition 4 below) . This characterization was
 obtained as an adaptation of a theorem of R . M . Wilson .
 For  d  P  R N ,  define
 d k i ,n 1 1  : 5
 1
 n  2  2 k
 S  O
 1 < j < n ,j ? i
 d i j  2
 1
 n  2  k
 O
 1 < r , s < n
 d r s D  for  1  <  i  <  n .  (7)
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 P ROPOSITION 4 .  Gi y  en d  P  Z N , then d  P  L k n , k  ?  n  / 2 , :
 (i)  o 1 < i , j < n  d i j  ;  0  (mod  k ( n  2  k )) ;
 (ii)  d k i ,n 1 1  P  Z for all  1  <  i  <  n ;
 (iii)  d k i ,n 1 1  1  d
 k
 j ,n 1 1  1  d i j  ;  0  (mod  2)  for all  1  <  i  ,  j  <  n .
 The characterization of  L k n ,  given in Proposition 4 , implies , for example , that
 n  1  1
 4
 L 1 n  Õ  L
 ( n 2 1)/2
 n  ,
 n 2  2  1
 8
 L n  Õ  L
 ( n 2 1)/2
 n  for  n  ;  1  (mod  4) .
 P ROPOSITION 5 .  Gi y  en d  P  Z N , then :
 (a)  d  P  L n /2 n  , n is e y  en , if f
 (i)  o 1 < i , j < n  d i j  ;  0  (mod  n 2 / 4) , and
 (ii)  o 1 < i , j < n  d i j  5  ( n  / 2)  o n q 5 1  d p q for any p ,  1  <  p  <  n .
 (b)  d  P  L ( n 2 1)/2 n  , n is odd , if f
 O
 1 < i , j < n
 d i j  ;  0  S mod  n 2  2  1 4  D  .
 P ROOF .  The conditions (i) and (ii) of (a) are clearly necessary for membership in
 L n /2 n  .  Conversely , suppose that  d  satisfies both the conditions , and let  d 9 denote its
 projection on the set  V  2  h n j .  From (ii) , we obtain
 O
 1 < r , s < n 2 1
 d 9 rs  5 S n 2  2  1 D  O 1 < q < n 2 1  d qn .  (8)
 This implies that  o 1 < r , s < n 2 1  d 9 rs  ;  0  (mod[ n ( n  2  3)] / 4) ,  since  o 1 < i < n 2 1  d i n  ;  0
 (mod  n  / 2) by (i) and (ii) . Using proposition 4 , we deduce that  d 9  P  L n /2 n 2 1 .  Hence
 d 9  5  o S Ô V  2 h n j , u S u 5 n /2  l S d  ( S )  with  l S  P  Z  for all  S .
 We show that  d  5  o S  l S d  ( S ) .  As
 O
 1 < r , s < n 2 1
 d 9 rs  5




 l S  ,
 (8) yields  o 1 < i < n 2 1  d i n  5  ( n  / 2)  o S  l S .  Hence  o 1 < r , s < n  d r s  5  o 1 < r , s < n 2 1  d 9 rs  1
 o 1 < i < n 2 1  d i n  5  ( n 2 / 4)  o S  l S  and , by (i) ,  o 1 < j < n  d i j  5  ( n  / 2)  o S  l S  for each  i  P  V .
 We compute , for instance ,  d 1 n  .  The above relations for  i  5  1 yield  d 1 n  5
 ( n  / 2)  o S  l S  2  o 2 < j < n 2 1  d 1 j  .  Using the value of  d 1 j  5  d 9 1 j  given by the decomposition of
 d 9 ,  we obtain that  d 1 n  5  o S :  1 P S  l S  .  This shows that  d  5  o S  l S d  ( S ) ,  i . e . that  d  P  L n /2 n  .
 It is not dif ficult to verify that (b) is implied by Proposition 4 , whicn can be applied
 since ( n  2  2) / 2  ,  n  / 2 .  h
 P ROPOSITION 6 .  (i)  L mod3 n  Õ  L n strictly .
 (ii)  L j ,j 1 1 n  5  L n if f j  5  1 .
 (iii)  L e y  (mod3) n  Õ  L
 e y
 n  strictly . In particular , L
 4
 n  Õ  L
 e y
 n  5  L
 2 , 4
 n  for n  5  8 ,  10 .
 (iv)  _  k n is closed if k ( n  2  k )  does not di y  ide i ( n  2  i )  for all i  ?  k ,  1  <  i  <   n  / 2  . In
 particular ,  _ k n is closed if
   n (2  2  4 2) 4    ,  k  <    n 2    .
 (v)  _ 1 n is closed .
 P ROOF .  (i) We check that no cut  d  ( i ) belongs to  L mod3 n  .  Else ,  d  ( i )  5  o S , u S u ; /  1(mod3)  z S d  ( S ) ,
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 from which we deduce that g . c . d . ( u S u  1  1 2  )  5  1 for  u S u  ; /  1 (mod  3) . But ( u S u  1  1 2  )  5
 1 – 2  u S u ( u S u  1  1)  ;  0  (mod  3) if  u S u  ;  0 ,  2  (mod  3) .
 (ii)  If  j  >  2 ,  no cut  d  ( i ) belongs to  L j ,j 1 1 n  ,  since g . c . d . (( j  1  1 2  ) ,  ( j  1  2 2  ))  ?  1 .  If  j  5  1 ,  the
 equality (4) shows that  L n  5  L
 1/2
 n  .
 (iii)  Since ( u S u  1  1 2  ) is divided by 3 if f  u S u / 2  ;  0 ,  1 (mod  3) , we concluded that  d  ( S ) with
 u S u / 2  ;  2  (mod  3) does not belong to  L e y  (mod3) n  .
 (iv)  We use (i) of Proposition 4 . Therefore , if cut  d  ( S )  P  L k n  with  u S u  5  i ,  then
 k ( n  2  k )  divides  i ( n  2  i ) ,  since  o 1 < i , j < n  d  ( S )  5  i ( n  2  i ) .
 (v)  Any point  d  P  L 1 n  satisfies the condition
 d i j  2  d j k  1  d k l  2  d l i  5  0  for all distinct  i ,  j ,  k ,  l  P  V ,  (9)
 since this condition holds for all  d  ( i )  P  _ 1 n  generating  L
 1
 n .  Take any  d  ( S ) with  u S u  ?  1 ,
 n  2  1 .  Then we can find distinct  i ,  j ,  k ,  l  P  V  such that  i ,  j  P  S  and  k ,l  ¸  S .  Since (9) is
 violated by this  d  ( S ) ,  we conclude that  d  ( S )  ¸  L 1 n .  This implies that  L
 1
 n  is closed .  h
 In Theorems 7 and 8 below , we group some interesting facts on uniform cut-lattices .
 T HEOREM 7 .  (i) (( n  2  3 k  2  2 )  2  (
 n  2  3
 k  2  3 )) d  ( i )  P  L
 k 2 1 ,k
 n  if n  ;  0 (mod  k )  and so  ( n  2  4) L n  Õ
 L 2 , 3 n  if n  ;  0  (mod  3) .
 (ii)  ( n  2  2) L n  Õ  L
 2 , 3
 n  and , for e y  en n ,  ( n  2  2 / 2) L n  Õ  L 2 , 3 n  .
 (iii)  ( d  ( i )  2  d  (  j ))  P  L k 2 1 ,k n   ( k  2  2) L
 k
 n  Õ  L
 1 ,k 2 1
 n  .
 (iv)  ( d  ( S )  2  d  ( S 9 ))  P  L k n with  u S u  5  u S 9 u  5  l if f  ( n  2  2 l  / n  2  2 k )  is an odd integer .
 P ROOF .  (i) Recall that  j N  is an all-ones  N -vector . The following identity is true :
 S S n  2  3
 k  2  2
 D  2 S n  2  3
 k  2  3
 D D d  ( i )  1  2 S n  2  3
 k  2  3
 D j N  5  O
 S :  S { i , u S u 5 k 2 1
 d  ( S ) .
 If  n  ;  0 (mod  k ) ,  then we can partition  V  into  n  / k  disjoint  k -sets  A j  ,  1  <  j  <  n  / k .  Then
 2 2 j N  5  o n / k j 5 1  [( k  2  2) d  ( A j )  2  o t P A j  d  ( A j  2  h t j )] .
 (ii)  is implied by the equalities (10) and (11) in the proof of Theorem 8 below .
 (iii)  For any  k -subset  S  of  V ,  we have
 ( k  2  2) d  ( S )  5  O
 t P S
 ( d  ( S  2  h t j )  2  d  ( t )) .
 Subtracting the equalities for  S  5  T  <  h  j j  and  S  5  T  <  h i j ,  we obtain
 d  ( i )  2  d  (  j )  5  ( k  2  2)( d  ( T  <  h  j j )  2  d  ( T  <  h i j ))  1  O
 t P T
 ( d  ( T  <  h i j  2  h t j )  2  d  ( T  <  h  j j  2  h t j )) .
 The equality implies (iii) .
 (iv)  We use Proposition 4 . Let  d  5  d  ( S )  2  d  ( T  ) .  It is not dif ficulty to verify the
 following identities :
 O
 1 < j < n
 d i j  5  Ú ( u S u  2  u T  u )  for  i  P  V  2  ( S  n  T  ) ,
 O
 1 < j < n
 d i j  5  Ú ( n  2  u S u  2  u T  u )  for  i  P  S  n  T ,
 and
 O
 1 < i , j < n
 d i j  5  ( u S u  2  u T  u )( n  2  u S u  2  u t u ) .
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 Suppose that  u S u  5  u T  u  5  l .  Then  o 1 < i , j < n  d i j  5  0 ,  and substituting the above expressions
 into (7) we obtain
 d k i ,n 1 1  5
 n  2  2 l
 n  2  2 k
 2
 n  2  2 l
 n  2  2 k
 0
 for  i  P  S  2  T ,
 for  i  P  T  2  S ,
 for  i  P  V  2  ( S  n  T  ) .
E
 Besides , for any integer  k ,  1  <  k  ,  n  / 2 ,  and integers  i ,  j  with 1  <  i  ,  j  <  n ,  we have
 1 – 2 ( d
 k
 i ,n 1 1  1  d
 k
 j ,n 1 1  2  d i j )  5
 n  2  2 l
 n  2  2 k
 2
 n  2  2 l
 n  2  2 k
 1
 2
 S  n  2  2 l
 n  2  2 k




 S  n  2  2 l
 n  2  2 k
 1  1 D
 1
 2
 S  n  2  2 l
 n  2  2 k




 S  n  2  2 l
 n  2  2 k
 2 D
 for  i ,  j  P  S  2  T ,
 for  i ,  j  P  T  2  S ,
 for  i  P  S  >  T , j  P  S  or vice versa ,
 for  i  P  S  >  T , j  P  T  or vice versa ,
 for  i  P  S , j  P  V  2  ( S  <  T  ) or vice
 versa ,
 for  i  P  T , j  P  V  2  ( S  <  T  ) or vice
 versa .
E
 We see that the conditions (i) – (iii) of Proposition 4 are satisfied if f ( n  2  2 l ) / ( n  2  2 k ) is
 an odd integer .  h
 Any cut-lattice containing  L ( n 2 1)/2 n   is uniform , because the condition (iv) of Theorem
 7 holds for any  l  if  n  is odd and  k  5  ( n  2  1) / 2 .  It implies that  L ? i n   is maximal for odd  n ,
 i  ?  ( n  2  1) / 2 .
 Denote
 t n  : 5  min h t  P  Z 1 :  tL n  Õ  L ? 1 n  j .
 T HEOREM 8 .  For n  >  5 , we ha y  e :
 (i)  if n  2  2  5  p s , s is an integer , then t n  P  h 1 ,  p j , and t n  5  3 ,  2 ,  5  for n  5  5 ,  6 ,  7 ,
 respecti y  ely  ;
 (ii)  if n  2  2  ?  p s , then t n  5  1 , i .e . L
 ? 1
 n  5  L n .
 P ROOF .  We suppose that  n  >  5 since  L ? 1 3  5  [ ,  and  L ? 1 4  5  L 2 4 has dimension 3 , i . e . it
 is not full-dimensional , since the dimension of  L 4 is 6 .
 Clearly , the lattice  L ? 1 n   contains elements
 z i  5  O
 S Ô V  2 h 1 j , u S u 5 i
 d  ( S )  for any  i ,  2  <  i  <  n  2  2 .
 We want to recognize when  d  (1) is represented as the sum of  d  ( S )  P  L ? 1 n  .  It is not
 dif ficult to verify that the following identity is true :
 z i  5 S n  2  2 i  2  1  D d  (1)  1  2 S n  2  3 i  2  1  D (  j N  2  d  (1)) .
 Hence we have
 S n  2  2
 i  2  1
 D d  (1)  5  iz i 1 1  2  ( n  2  2  2  i ) z i .  (10)
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 Moreover , for  n  ;  2  (mod  i ) ,  setting  f i  5  ( n  2  2 i  2  1  ) / i ,  the above equality implies that
 f i d  (1)  5  z i 1 1  2 S n  2  2 i  2  1 D z i  (11)
 with integer coef ficients . Hence  f i d  (1)  P  L ? 1 n  .  We want to find the g . c . d . of the numbers
 f i .
 If  n  ;  2  (mod  i ) ,  and  n  ; /  2  (mod  i 2 ) ,  then
 f i  5
 n  2  2
 i
 P i 2 2
 j 5 1
 n  2  2  2  j
 i  2  j
 is an integer and it is not divided by  i ,  because 1  <  j  ,  i  implies ( n  2  2)  2  j  ; /  0 (mod  i ) .
 By its definition ,  t n  divides any integer  m  such that  m d  (1)  P  L ? 1 n  .
 Let us prove (ii) at first . Suppose that  n  2  2  5  p s 1 1  ?  ?  ?  p s r r   is the prime decomposition
 of  n  2  2 .  Apply equality (11) , in turn , for  i  5  p s 1 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  i  5  p s r r  .  Then 1 is the only
 common divisor of  r  numbers  f i  ,  proving (ii) .
 If  n  2  2  5  p s , s  >  2 ,  then apply (10) for  i  5  2 and (11) for  i  5  p s 2 1 .  Then 1 and  p  are
 the only possible common divisors of  n  2  2  5  p s  and  f i .  Finally ,  t n  ?  1 for  n  5  5 ,  6 ,  7
 because  L ? 1 n  5  L
 mod3
 n   for these  n ,  and we can apply Proposition 6(i) .  h
 R EMARK .  The proof of Theorem 8(ii) above gives , actually ,  _  1  Õ  L ( _  a ,a 1 1 n  <
 _  b ,b 1 1 n  )  if  n  2  2 has two divisors  a ,  b  .  1 such that  a
 2 , b  2 do not divide  n  2  2 and g . c . d .
 ( a ,  b )  5  1 .  Such  a ,  b  exist if f  n  ?  2  1  p s .  For example ,  L n  5  L ( _  2 , 3 n  <  _  b ,b 1 1 n  ) if  n  is even
 and  n  ?  2  1  2 s ,  for any odd divisor  b  of  n  2  2 .  In particular ,  L 4 t  5  L ( _  2 , 3 4 t  <  _  2 t 2 1 , 2 t 4 t  ) for
 t  >  2 ,  and  L n  5  L ( _
 2 , 3
 n  <  _
 3 , 4
 n  ) for  n  5  2  1  6 m  with  m  ;  1 ,  5 (mod  6) (i . e .  m  ; /  0)
 (mod  2 , 3)) .
 By the same method as in Theorem 8(ii) , one can check that  _  2 n  Õ  L ( _  a ,a 1 1 n  <
 _  b ,b 1 1 n  )  if  n  2  3 has two divisors  a ,  b  .  2 such that g . c . d . ( a ,  b )  5  1 and  a 2 , b 2 do not
 divide  n  2  3 .  Hence , for  n  2  2 , n  2  3  ?  p s ,  2 p s  (for  n  <  50 all such members are 23 , 38 ,
 42 and 47) , the set  _  a ,a 1 1 n  <  _  b ,b 1 1 n   contains cut bases of  L n  ,  which are disjoint with
 _  1 , 2 n  .  For example , since 23  2  2  5  3  ?  7 and 23  2  3  5  4  ?  5 , we have  _  1 23  Ô  L ( _  3 , 4 23  <  _  7 , 8 23  )
 and  _  2 23  Ô  L ( _
 4 , 5
 23  <  _
 5 , 6
 23  ) .  Similarly , since 38  2  2  5  4  ?  9 and 38  2  3  5  5  ?  7 , we obtain
 _  1 38  Ô  L ( _
 4 , 5
 38  <  _
 9 , 10
 38  ) ,  and  _
 2
 38  Ô  L ( _
 5 , 6
 38  <  _
 7 , 8
 38  ) .  But  L
 ? 2
 6  5  L
 odd
 6  , as well as  L ? 1 6  ,
 are proper sublattices of  L 6  ,  for example .
 We can generalize the assertion of Theorem 8 as follows . Set  S m  : 5  h n  2  m  1
 2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j .  For any  m ,  (  n  / 2   <  m  <  n ) and  i  ?  m  2  1 , n  2  m  1  1 (1  <  i  <  m  2  1) ,  define
 z m ,i  : 5  O
 S Ô S m , u S u 5 i
 d  ( S ) .
 The following identity is true :
 z m ,i  5 S m  2  2 i  2  1  D d  ( S m )  1  2 S m  2  3 i  2  1  D j ( m ) N  ,
 where  j ( m ) N  ( k ,  l )  5  1 if  n  2  m  1  2  <  k  ,  l  <  n  and  j
 ( m )
 N  ( k ,  l )  5  0 ,  otherwise .
 For 1  <  i  ,  k  <  m  2  1 ,  let
 g ( i ,  k ;  m )  5  g . c . d . S S k  2  1
 k  2  i
 D ,  S m  2  i  2  2
 k  2  i
 D D .
 Using the above identity , we obtain
 S k  2  1
 k  2  i
 D
 g ( i ,  k ;  m )
 z m ,k  2
 S m  2  i  2  2
 k  2  i
 D
 g ( i ,  k ;  m )
 z m ,i  5  f i ,k d  ( S m ) ,
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 where
 f i ,k  5
 S m  2  2
 i  2  1
 D S m  2  i  2  2
 k  2  i  2  1
 D
 g ( i ,  k ;  m )
 .
 If  m  5  n  and  k  5  i  1  1 ,  then  f i ,i 1 1  5  f i  , g ( i ,  k ;  m )  5  i , S m  5  V  2  h 1 j ,  and the identity
 coincides with (11) .
 Let  i  1  1  ,  k  ,  2( i  1  1) and let  m  2  2 be divided by  i ,  but not by  i 2 .  Then
 ( m  2  2 i  2  1  )(
 m  2  i  2  2
 k  2  i  2  1  )  is divided by  i
 2 ,  but not by  i 3 .  In fact ,
 S m  2  2
 i  2  1
 D S m  2  i  2  2
 k  2  i  2  1
 D
 i 2
 5 S m  2  2
 i
 D S m  2  2  2  i
 i
 D  P i 2 2
 j 5 1
 m  2  2  2  j
 i  2  j
 P k 2 i 2 2
 j 5 1
 m  2  2  2  i  2  j
 k  2  i  2  j
 .
 Note that ( m  2  2  2  j ) / ( i  2  j ) is not divided by  i ,  since 1  <  j  ,  i ,  and ( m  2  2  2  i  2
 j ) / ( k  2  i  2  j )  is not divided by  i ,  since 1  <  j  ,  k  2  i  2  2  ,  i .
 If g . c . d . (  f i ,k ,  f r ,s )  5  1 for some 4-subset  h i ,  k ,  r ,  s j  of  h 1 ,  .  .  .  ,  m  2  2 j  2  h n  2  m  1  1 j ,
 then
 _  n 2 m 1 1 n  Õ  L ( _
 i
 n  <  _
 k
 n  <  _
 r
 n  <  _
 s
 n ) .
 C OROLLARY 9 .  For all n  >  5 ( except , possibly , n  5  2  1  p s with p  .  2) , we ha y  e
 2 Z N  Õ  L ? 1 n  .
 P ROOF .  In fact , for  n  ?  2  1  p s , L ? 1 n  5  L n .  For  n  5  2  1  2 s ,  Theorem 8(i) implies that
 2 d  (1)  (and so , by uniformity of  L ? 1 n  ,  all 2 d  (  j )) belongs to  L ? 1 n  .  By Theorem 7(i) ,
 d  ( i )  2  d  (  j )  P  L k 2 1 ,k n  ,  for  k  5  n  / 2 ,  say . Hence the equality
 2 e i j  5  d  ( i )  1  d  (  j )  2  d  ( ij )  5  d  ( i )  2  d  (  j )  1  2 d  (  j )  2  d  ( ij )
 shows that 2 Z N  Õ  L ? 1 n  .
 Some explicit decompositions for  d  (1) are as follows :
 (10) with  i  5  2 :
 ( n  2  2) d  (1)  5  2 z 3  2  ( n  2  4) z 2  for  n  2  2 prime ,  including  n  5  5 ,  7 ,  9 ,  13 ,  15 ,  .  .  .
 (11) with  i  5  2 :
 n  2  2
 2
 d  (1)  5  z 3  2
 n  2  4
 2
 z 2  for  n  5  6 ,  12 ,  .  .  .
 d  (1)  5  2 z 4  1  3 z 3  2  4 z 2  for  n  5  8 ,  3 d  (1)  5  z 4  2  4 z 3  1  7 z 2  for  n  5  11 ,
 2 d  (1)  5  z 5  2  7 z 3  1  16 z 2  for  n  5  10 ,  2 d  (1)  5  2 z 4  1  7 z 3  2  20 z 2  for  n  5  14 .
 3 . 1 .  Cut - sublattices of L n for small n .  For  n  <  4 ,  the lattice  L n  has no proper full
 dimensional cut-sublattices , i . e . it is minimal .
 For  n  5  5 , L 2 5 is the unique full dimensional cut-sublattice of  L 5 .  From Theorem 8(i) ,
 we have that 3 L 5  Õ  L
 2
 5 .
 Recall that the lattice  L 6 has dimension 15 . All full-dimensional proper uniform
 cut-sublattices of  L 6 are the lattices
 L e y 6  5  L
 2
 6 ,  L
 odd
 6  5  L
 1 , 3
 6  and  L
 ? 1
 6  5  L
 (mod3)
 6  5  L
 2 , 3
 6  .
 In fact ,  L 1 , 2 6  5  L 6  ,  and dim  L 1 6  5  6 ,  dim  L 3 6  5  10 .  We know that 2 Z N  Õ  L n .  For what
 minimal  t  P  Z 1 and cub-sublattices  L  P  L 6 is the inclusion 2 tZ
 1 5  Õ  L  true?
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 The characterization of  L e y n  ,  given in [8] , implies that  t  5  4 for  L 2 6 .  Similarly , the
 characterization of  L 1 , 3 6  ,  given in [7] , implies that  t  5  6 for  L 1 , 3 6  .
 The representation (strangely asymmetric) of 2 e i j  ,  given below , illustrates explicitly
 the fact , proved in Theorem 8 , that  t  5  1 for  L  5  L 2 , 3 6  ) .  Let  V  5  h ijkpqr j .  Then
 2 e i j  5  2 d  ( ijk )  1  d  ( ikp )  2  d  ( iqr )  1  d  (  jp )  1  d  ( iq )
 1  d  ( ir )  2  ( d  ( ij )  1  d  ( ik )  1  d  (  pq )  1  d  (  pr )  1  d  ( qr )) .
 Proposition 6 implies that  L ? 1 n   is the maximal proper cut-sublattice of  L n  for  n  5  5 ,  6 ,  7 .
 For example , adding a cut  d  ( i ) to  L 2 , 3 6  will give  L 6  ,  because
 d  (  j )  5  d  ( i )  1  ( d  ( ikp )  2  d  (  jkp ))  1  ( d  (  jp )  2  d  ( ip ))  1  ( d  (  jk )  2  d  ( ik )) .
 Using that  o 2 < i , j , k < 6  d  ( ijk )  5  3  o 1 < i < 6  d  ( i ) is the unique linear dependency on the
 set  _  1 , 3 6  , one can see that  L 1 , 3 6  has exactly 6 proper full-dimensional cut-sublattices
 (obtained by removing a cut  d  ( i ) ,  1  <  i  <  6 . )
 R EMARK .  It is clear that  Z 1 ( _ n ) is the set of all integer-valued semi-metrics on  V ,
 which are embeddable isometrically into a hypercube  h 0 ,  1 j m .  Clearly also ,  L n  5
 h a  2  b :  a ,  b  P  Z 1 ( _ n ) j .
 Denote by  M n  the set  h a  2  b :  a ,  b  are any integer-valued semi-metrics on  n  points j .
 Using the description of all extreme rays of the cone of all semi-metrics on 6 and 7
 points , one can check that  M n  5  L n  for  n  <  6 and  M n  5  Z N  for  n  >  7 .
 R EMARK .  Consider the  co y  ariance map  pi  1 :  R N  5  R N ,  defined by
 pi  1 ( d ) i i  5  d 1 i  for  2  <  i  <  n ,
 pi  1 ( d ) i j  5
 1 – 2 ( d 1 i  1  d 1 j  2  d i j )  for  2  <  i  ,  j  <  n .
 This linear map of  R N  into itself is important , because the  boolean quadric cone
 pi  1 ( R 1 ( _ n ))  5  R 1 ( pi
 1 ( _ n ))  and  boolean quadric polytope  conv  pi
 1 ( _ n )) have many
 applications (combinatorial optimization , quantum mechanics etc . ) . But the lattice
 L ( pi  1 ( _ n ))  is simply  Z
 N ,  because  e i i  5  pi
 1 ( d  ( i )) , e i j  5  pi
 1 ( d  ( i )  1  d  (  j )  2  d  ( ij )) for 2  <  i  ,
 j  <  n .  Hence conv  pi  1 ( _ n ) is not an L-polytope in  L ( pi
 1 ( _ n )) .
 The map  pi  ( d ) ,  given in the proof of Lemma 3 , is just  pi  1 ( d ) ,  where  d ˜  5  ( d ˜  i j :  1  <  i  ,
 j  <  n  1  1) , d ˜  1 j  5  d 1 ,j 2 1 for 2  <  j  <  n  1  1 , d ˜  i j  5  d i 2 1 ,j 2 1 for 2  <  i  ,  j  <  n  1  1 .
 Finally , compare evident  pi  1 ( d  ( S )) pi  1 ( d  ( T  ))  5  pi  1 ( d  ( S  n  T  )) with  d  ( S ) d  ( T  )  5
 1 – 2 ( d
 2 ( S )  1  d  2 ( T  )  2  d  2 ( S  n  T  ))  given in the Introduction .
 R EMARK .  Note that , since  PCut n  is embedded into an  N -dimensional cube , we can
 define the Hamming distance  d n ( d  ( S ) ,  d  ( T  ))  5  i  d  ( S )  2  d  ( T  )  i  l 1 between vertices of
 PCut n .  We have  d n ( d  ( S )  2  d  ( T  ))  5  ( d  ( S )  2  d  ( T  ))
 2  5  d  2 ( S  n  T  ) .
 On the other hand , since  d  ( S )  5  d  ( V  2  S ) ,  the vertices of  PCut n  relate to bipartitions
 of the set  V .  There is the well known distance-regular graph , the  folded cube ,  h n  ,
 defined on all bipartitions . Two bipartitions are adjacent if its common refinement
 contains a one-element set , i . e .  d  ( S ) is adjacent to  d  ( T  ) if  i  S  n  T  u  5  1 .  The graphic
 distance  d [ h n ]( x ,  y ) and the distance  d n ( x ,  y ) are related as follows (we set  e ( n )  : 5  2
 n ) :
 d n ( x ,  y )  5  d [ h n ]( x ,  y )( n  2  d [ h n ]( x ,  y )) ,
 i . e .
 d n  5  d [ h n ]( nd [ K e ( n 2 1) ]  2  d [ h n ])  P  Z 1 ( _
 e ( n 2 2)
 e ( n 2 1) ) ,
 where  K m  is the complete graph on  m  vertices .
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 Similarly , the graph on all even cuts is the halved folded cube  1 – 2 h n .  The vertices  d  ( S )
 and  d  ( T  ) are adjacent in  1 – 2 h n  if  u S  n  T  u  5  2 .  We have
 d e y n  5  2 d [
 1 – 2 h n ]( nd [ K e ( n 2 2) ]  2  2 d [
 1 – 2 h n ]  P  Z 1 ( _
 e ( n 2 3)
 e ( n 2 2) ) .
 Actually , we have  h 3  5  1 – 2 h 4  5  K 4  ,  1 – 2 h 6  5  K 1 6 and  h 4  5  K 4 , 4  ,  where  K n ,m  is the
 complete bipartite graph on  n  1  m  vertices . The complement of  h 5 is the Clebsh graph ,
 i . e . the halved 5-cube  1 – 2 H (5) .  The halved folded cubes  1 – 2 h n  for  n  5  8 ,  10 have diameter
 2 , and therefore they are strongly regular . For small  n  we have
 d 3  5  2 d [ K 4 ] ,  d 4  5  2 d [ K 8 ]  1  d [ K 4 , 4 ] ,  d
 e y
 4  5  4 d [ K 4 ] ,  d
 e y
 6  5  6 d [ K 1 6 ] ,
 d 6  5  d [ h 5 ](2 d [ K 1 6 ]  1  d [
 1 – 2 H (5)])  5  2 d [ K 1 6 ]  1  2 d [ h 5 ] .
 So  d 3 and  d 4 belong to the interior of the hypermetric cone  Hyp n  : 5  h x  P
 R N  :  o 1 < i , j < n  b i b j x i j  <  0  for all  b  P  Z n ,  o 1 < i < n  b i  5  1 j  with  n  5  4 .  Clearly ,  PCut 3 and
 PCut e y 4   are regular 3-simplices in  L 3 and  L
 e y
 4  ,  respectively . One can check that the
 minimal face of  Hyp 8  ,  containing  d 4  ,  is the 5-face obtained as the intersection of 8
 facets  o 1 < i , j < n  b a i  b a j  x i j  5  0 for each cut  a  :  namely ,  b a i  5  0 for the index  i  corresponding
 to  a , b a i  5  2 1 for 3 other cuts of the same parity and  b
 a
 i  5  1 for 4 remaining cuts .
 Actually ,  d 4  5  d  (1256)  1  d  (1278)  1  d  (1357)  1  d  (1368)  1  d  (1458)  1  d  (1467) ,  where the
 numbers 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 correspond to 4 even cuts , and this representation in a 5-simplex
 seems to be the unique representation of  d 4 in the  Cut 8  .
 4 .  O DD  S YSTEMS , R ELATED TO THE  L ATTICE  L n
 Denote  d ( S ;  X  ) ,  defined in (6) , by  d ( k ;  X  ) if  S  5  h k j .
 Let
 9 n  5  h d ( k ;  X  ) :  X  Ô  D ( k ) ,  k  P  V  j .
 P ROPOSITION 10 .  The set  9 n generates the lattice L n .
 P ROOF .  The proof is implied by the equality
 d  ( S )  5  O
 k P S
 d ( k ;  X k ) ,
 where  X k  5  h ( kj ) :  j  P  S ,  j  ,  k j .  h
 P ROPOSITION 11 .  9 n is a uniform odd system of norm n  2  1  if n is e y  en .
 P ROOF .  We have  d ( i ;  X  ) d (  j ;  Y )  5  Ú 1 if  i  ?  j , d ( i ;  X  ) d ( i ;  Y )  5  n  2  1  2
 2  u X  n  Y u  ;  n  2  1 (mod  2) .  h
 For  n  even , we can recognize in the odd system  9 n  subsystems spanning equiangular
 lines . The simplest such a system is  _ 1 n  5  h d  ( i ) :  i  P  V  j .
 We have  L n  5  L ( 9 n ) .  For even  n ,  denote the sublattice  L 0 ( 9 n ) by  L
 0
 n .  According to
 (3) ,
 L 0 n  5  h d  P  L n :  d  5  2 a  1  d  ( S ) where  d  ( S )  P  _  e y n  j .
 Besides , the lattice  L n  has the double even sublattices  L e y n  ,  2 Z N .
 There is another double even lattice related to odd cuts :
 L 0 ( _
 odd
 n  )  5 H d :  d  5  O
 d  ( S ) P _ n o d d
 z S d  ( S ) ,  O
 d  ( S ) P _ n o d d
 z S  5  0 , z S  P  Z J .
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 P ROPOSITION 12 .  L e y n  is isomorphic but not equal to L 0 ( _
 odd
 n  ) .
 P ROOF .  Let  d  P  L 0 ( _  odd n  ) have a representation  d  5  o S  z S d  ( S ) .  Since  o S  z S  5  0 ,
 d  5  o S  z S ( d  ( S )  2  d  ( T  ))  for some odd  t .  The expression means that the lattice  L 0 ( _  odd n  )
 is af finely generated by vertices of the polytope  PCut odd n  .  But this polytope is congruent
 to the polytope  PCut e y n  ,  which af finely generate the lattice  L
 e y
 n  .  Hence the lattice
 L e y n  5  L ( _
 e y
 n  )  is isomorphic (in fact , congruent) to the lattice  L ( _  odd n  ) .  Clearly , these
 lattices are distinct .  h
 There is a special bound  y  ( d ,  a  ) on the number of equiangular lines at angle
 arccos  a  in  d -dimensional space [11] :
 y  ( d ,  a  )  5
 d (1  2  a  2 )
 1  2  a  2 d
 .
 In our case of vectors of norm  n  2  1 , d  5  1 – 2 n ( n  2  1) and  a  5  1 / ( n  2  1) ,  we obtain




 n  2  1
 D  5  n 2 .
 We construct below sets of vectors with mutual inner products  Ú 1 , the cardinality of
 which is very close to this bound .
 Consider on the set  D (  j ) a family  - j  of equicardinal subsets  X  Ô  D (  j ) forming a
 2  2  ( y  ,  k ,  l )-design . Hence  y  5  n  2  1 and  u X  u  5  k  for all  X  P  - j  .  Then for the inner
 product  i ( X ,  X  9 )  : 5  d (  j ;  X  ) d (  j ;  X  9 ) we have  i ( X ,  X  9 )  5  y  2  4 k  1  4  u X  >  X  9 u  5  Ú 1 .  This
 implies that this design should be quasisymmetric , i . e . intersections of its blocks have
 only 2 cardinalities :  u X  >  X  9 u  5  k  2  ( y  Ú  1) / 4  5  k  2  ( n  2  1  Ú  1) / 4 .  Since  u X  >  X  9 u  is an
 integer , the above equality shows that only one value of these intersections is possible :
 namely ,
 u X  >  X  9 u  5
 k  2
 n
 4
 k  2
 n  2  2
 4
 and  i ( X ,  X  9 )  5  2 1  if  n  ;  0  (mod  4) ,
 and  i ( X ,  X  9 )  5  1  if  n  ;  2  (mod  4) .E
 Hence this design is , in fact , symmetric , i . e . all pairs of blocks have the intersection of
 the same cardinality  l .  Therefore the parameters of our design are related as follows :
 y  5  4( k  2  l )  1  1  2  2 ¨  ,  (12)
 where  ¨  5  1 or 0 corresponds to  n  ;  0  (mod  4) and  n  ;  2  (mod  4) , respectively .
 Recall that , for any 2-design , the equality  l ( y  2  1)  5  k ( k  2  1) holds . This equality
 and (12) imply  l (4( k  2  l )  2  2 ¨  )  5  k ( k  2  1) .  We rewrite this equality as follows :
 ( k  2  2 l ) 2  5  k  2  2 ¨  l .  (13)
 This equation has 2 solutions . These solutions give 2 dif ferent dependencies between  k
 and  l .  So , we obtain 2 families of parameters of symmetric 2  2  h y  i ( l ) ,  k i ( l ) ,  l )-designs ,
 i  5  1 ,  2 .  We show below that each design of one of the families is the complement of a
 design of the second family (perhaps with other value of  l ) .  Recall that the
 complements of blocks of a symmetric design form another ‘complemented’ symmetric
 2  2  ( y  9 ,  k 9 ,  l 9 )-design with parameters  y  9  5  y  , k 9  5  y  2  k  and  l 9  5  y  2  2 k  1  l .
 Now consider the cases  n  ;  0  (mod  4) and  n  ;  2  (mod  4) in turn ,
 Case n  ;  0 (mod 4) .  In this case the inner product  i ( X ,  X  9 ) of any pair of vectors is
 equal to  2 1 . But a set of vectors of norm  a  with all mutual inner products  2 1 contains
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 at most  a  1  1 vectors . In fact , let  u i  ,  1  <  i  <  m ,  be such a set of vectors . Then
 0  <  ( o m 1  u i ) 2  5  ma  1  m ( m  2  1)( 2 1)  5  m ( a  1  1  2  m ) ,  i . e .  m  <  a  1  1 .  In our case  a  5
 n  2  1 ,  i . e .  m  <  n .  Since for each  j  P  V  we have at most  n  vectors with mutual inner
 products  2 1 , we obtain again the above upper bound  n 2 .
 P ROPOSITION 13 .  Let n  ;  0 (mod  4) .  Then the upper bound n  2  is attained if there
 exists a Hadamard matrix of order n .
 P ROOF .  We show that the 2-design , defined above , is a Hadamard-design . For  ¨  5  1 ,
 solutions of the equation (13) have the form
 k  5  2 l  1  1  and  k  5  2 l .
 For  k  5  2 l  1  1 ,  using (12) , we obtain the parameters of a Hadamard design
 y  5  n  2  1 ,  k  5
 n
 2
 2  1 ,  l  5
 n
 4
 2  1  ( n  ;  0  (mod  4)) ;
 see [2] . One verifies easily that the equality  k  5  2 l  gives the parameters of the
 complemented design .
 Note that  d  (  j ) d (  j ;  X  )  5  1 for any block  X  P  - j  .  If we add to the matrix the rows of
 which are  d  (  j ) and  d (  j ;  X  ) the all-one column  j n  ,  we obtain a Hadamard matrix of
 order  n .  Note that  n 2 vectors  d (  j ;  X  ) , X  P  - j  ,  d  (  j ) for  j  P  V  span equiangular lines .
 Hence the bound  n 2 is attained if there exists a Hadamard matrix of order  n .  h
 It is well known that equiangular lines are related to two-graphs . If the special bound
 is tight , then the corresponding two-graph is regular . Usually , 3 strongly regular graphs ,
 H - and  G Ú -graphs , relate to a regular two-graph . The vertices of the  G 1 -graph are
 vectors  d (  j ;  X  ) , X  P  - j  ,  2 d  (  j ) , j  P  V .  Two vertices are adjacent if the inner product of
 corresponding vectors is equal to  2 1 . We obtain the Pseudo Latin square graph
 PL g 1 1 (2 g )  with  g  5  n  / 2 .  This graph has the parameters  y  5  4 g 2 , k  5  g (2 g  2  1) and
 l  5  m  5  g ( g  2  1) .  h
 Hence we have the following assertion , the analogue of Theorem 4 . 2 of [9] .
 The Pseudo Latin square graph PL g 1 1 (2 g ) , g  ;  0 (mod  2) ,  exists if there exists a
 Hadamard matrix of order  2 g .
 Note that for  n  5  2 ( g  5  2) , PL 3 (4) is the Shrikhande graph .
 Case n  ;  2 (mod  4) . In this case  ¨  5  0 and equation (13) shows that  k  is a square . Set
 k  5  t 2 .  The solutions of (13) are
 k  5  t 2 ,  l  5
 t 2  Ú  t
 2
 ,  y  5  4 S t 2  2  t 2  Ú  t
 2
 D  1  1  5  2( t 2  Ò  t )  1  1 .
 It is not dif ficult to verify that these parameters satisfy the Bruck – Chowla – Ryser
 necessary condition [10] .
 We take the lower sign . Then  k  5  t 2 ,  l  5  (  t 2 ) and  y  5  4( t  1  1 2  )  1  1 .  It is easy to verify
 that the complemented design has parameters with upper sign and  t  augmented by 1 .
 Since for every  j  P  V  we have  y  5  n  2  1 vectors  d (  j ;  X  ) , X  P  - j  ,  with mutual inner
 products  1 1 , we obtain  n ( n  2  1) equiangular lines if the corresponding design exists .
 These designs are known for  t  <  4 .  For  t  5  1 ( n  5  6) ,  the sets  X  are singletons . For  t  5  2
 ( n  5  14) ,  the design is  PG (2 ,  3) ,  the projective plane over  GF 3 .  For  t  5  2 ,  3 ,  4 ,  ( y  5  13 ,
 25 ,  41) the corresponding designs can be found in Hall’s book [10] .
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 Similarly to the case  n  ;  0 (mod  4) , we can obtain  n ( n  2  2) equiangular lines using a
 Hadamard matrix of order  n  2  2 if  n  ;  2 (mod  4) . It is suf ficient to add the all-one
 column  j n 2 2 to a Hadamard matrix of order  n  2  2 to obtain  n  2  2 vectors of norm
 n  2  1 with mutual inner products  1 1 . We can obtain non-isomorphic sets of
 equiangular lines if we use distinct Hadamard matrices for distinct  j  P  V .
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